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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure ridging is expected to keep southerly to southeasterly gentle to moderate winds throughout today and 
tomorrow with slight seas throughout. Conditions are expected to remain dry with the high-pressure keeping moisture out. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Going into this weekend , high pressure ridging is forecast to center over the western Gulf allowing for winds to decrease to
light to gentle speeds with seas decreasing to calm to slight speeds. On Sunday, a low pressure will begin to form in the Bay of
Campeche which will be watched for tropical development later next week. Going into Sunday night into Monday, moisture 
will move into the Gulf allowing for some moderate chances for showers and thunderstorms throughout the entire Gulf. The 
frontal boundary will be weak so winds and seas will remain benign. Tuesday into Wednesday, the potential tropical low is 
forecast to move into the western Gulf deep waters. Winds and seas will begin increasing around this low, but otherwise 
elsewhere will continue to have light to gentle winds and calm to slight seas. This potential tropical system will continue to be 
watched but will likely bring impacts to the Gulf beginning in just under a week.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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